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COMPLETE CONTRACT TRANSLATIONS  

 

The following contracts were previously summarized: 

 

MATHIS KIEFFER 

11 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Sale 

Sale for 40 Gulden. In front of the undersigned royal notary compared Mathis Kieffer burgher in 

Soufflenheim, declared he sold to Joseph Wendrich, burgher there one half acre bann of Soufflenheim, 

district Werbholtz one side Andres Stiffelmeyer, second side Lorentz Sensenbrenner, up the Werbholtz, 

down another district, as on page 198 of land record, in all free property, for a sum of 40 Gulden, received 

in liquidity, receipt given, in presence of the undersigned: X Mathis Kiefer, Eggs witness, Joseph 

Wendtrich, Philips Kiefer, Wolff, notary. 

 

JOSEPH SCHAEFFTER 

14 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Sale 

Sale for 84 Gulden. Compared in front of the royal notary Joseph Schäffter burgher and smith in 

Soufflenheim, declared a sale for himself and his heirs to Jacob Schäffter burgher and butcher here and 

his heirs of the following property in Soufflenheim, one half viertzel field district Girlenfeld, auff der Werb 

one side Heinrich Jäckh, second side Jacob Stickelfreysser, up another district, down the seller himself 

as on page 54 of land record, same one half viertzel field district auf die Steinen, one side Eva Dobler, 

second side Michel Ulrich, up and down other districts as on page 105 of land record, same one half 

viertzel four ruthen, 10 schuh, district auf die Steinen ober the path to Rountzenheim, one side the seller 

himself, second side the path, up Suzanna Unterkirch, down another district as on page 90b of land 

record, same one viertzel meadows district over the common Hinterberg, one side the seller himself, 

second side Adam Schäffter’s heirs, up and down the common property, in all free property, for 84 

Gulden, received in liquidity, receipt given, in presence of the undersigned: Joseph Schäffter, Jacob 

Schäffter, Philips Kieffer provost, Eggs witness, Wolff notary. 

 

ANDRES MULLER 



14 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Debt  

Obligation of 40 Gulden. In front of the Royal notary compared Andres Müller burgher in Soufflenheim 

declared that he engaged into an obligation of 40 Gulden towards Jacob Haasser burgher and guardian 

of deceased Barbara Harter to be repaid by quartal in the year, for better guarantee of this he has set a 

complete mortgage on his property in Soufflenheim namely his house, farm and yard in Soufflenheim one 

side Georg Götz, second side near Michel Ulrich, in front the road to Bischwiller, and the river in all free 

property, passed in presence of Philips Kieffer provost, Frantz Friedrich Joseph Eggs, scribe, 

undersigned 14 July 1738: X Andres Muller, X Jacob Haass, Philips Kieffer, Eggs, Wolff. 

 

ANNA MARIA HELG 

14 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Sale 

Sale for 161 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Anna Maria Helg widow of Georg Heinrich 

Schneider former burgher in Sessenheim, declared in presence of Jacob Rissemann, burgher in 

Sessenheim, to have sold for herself and heirs to Hans Georg Höhn, burgher in Rountzenheim, and his 

heirs, one measure meadows bann of Soufflenheim, district Auf der Niedermatten, one side near Barbara 

Schmidt in Roeschwoog, second side Lorentz Huber’s heirs, up the common property, down another 

district, as on page 18b of land record, in all free property, for a sum of 161 Gulden, value of Strasbourg, 

received in liquidity, receipt given, dated 14 July 1738 in presence of the undersigned: Anna Maria 

Schneider born Helck, Jacob Rissemann, Eggs, Hans Georg Höhn, Philips Kieffer provost, Wolff. 

 

ANNA MARIA HELG 

14 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Sale 

Sale for 98 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Anna Maria Helg, declared she sold to Paul 

Höhn burgher in Soufflenheim and heirs one viertzel meadows bann of Soufflenheim district auf der 

Niederfeld matt hinterberg ackher, one side near Barbara Höhn, second side Adtam Dangel, up the Holy 

community, down the ditch, as on page 20b of land record, same one half measure meadows district über 

dem Allmend, hinterberg akcher, one side near the common property, second side near Eva Höhn in 

Sessenheim, up and down other districts as on page 22 of land record, in all free property, for a sum of 

98 Gulden, value of Strasbourg, paid in liquidity, receipt given, in presence of the undersigned, Philipp 

Kieffer provost, Frantz Heinrich Joseph, Eggs scribe, 14 July 1738. Signed: X Anna Maria Schneider born 

Helck, Jacob Rissenmann, Paul Höhn, Eggs witness, Wolff notary. 

 

THOMAS SCHAEFFTER 

11 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Sale 

Sale for 60 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Thomas Schäffter burgher in Soufflenheim in his 

name and in name of his wife Ursula Ulrich, by him authorized, declared a sale to Jacob Burgert burgher 

in Soufflenheim of one half viertzel field bann of Soufflenheim district auf der Werb, im Girlenfeld, one 

side near Jacob Stickelreisser second side near Suzanna Unterkirch down the church, up another district 

as on page 54a of land record, same one and a half viertzel field there one side near the seller himself, 



second side near Suzanna Unterkirch, up and down the same as on page same of land record, in all free 

property, for a sum of 60 Gulden, paid in liquidity, receipt given, undersigned. 

 

ADAM DANGEL 

14 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Debt 

Obligation for 100 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Adtam Dangel burgher in Soufflenheim 

and with him Margaretha Schäffter his wife declared he engaged into an obligation towards Jacob 

Haasser burgher here and guardian of the children of deceased Barbara Harter, of 100 Gulden received 

in liquidity, to be repaid in quartals of year until the 29th May 1739, with interest of 5% of this, for the 

guarantee of this obligation he sets general mortgage of his property in Soufflenheim and namely one 

piece field district Girlenfeld im Siegells, one side another district, second side near the Sigell’s cross, up 

on another district, down the common property, same one piece field  auf dem Reeben, one side 

Catharina Albrecht, second side Jean Grainer’s heirs, up die Werb, down an ending, same one piece field 

district Langen Thal, one side Jacob Stickelfreysser, second side Michel Burgert, up another district, 

down the same in all free property, receipt given for the 100 gulden, passed 14 July 1738, undersigned: X 

Adtam Dangel, X Jacob Haasser, Philips Kieffer provost, Eggs, Wolff, Margaretha Schäffter. 

 

MATHIS KIEFFER 

11 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Sale 

Sale for 20 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Mathis Kieffer burgher in Soufflenheim, declared 

he sold to Lorentz Mosser burgher and member of the justice there one viertzel field bann of 

Soufflenheim, district Girlenfeld hinten auf Roden neben der Stockhmatten one side Anna Götz, second 

the seller himself, up and down other districts as on page 80 of land record, in all free property for an 

amount of 20 Gulden received in liquidity, receipt given, in presence of the undersigned Philips Kieffer 

provost and Frantz Heinrich Joseph, Eggs scribe, 11 July 1738. Signed: X Mathis Kiefer, Lorentz Mosser, 

Philips Kieffer provost, Eggs witness, Wolff. 

 

MICHEL KÖHLHOFFER 

11 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Sale 

Sale for 80 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Michel Köhlhoffer burgher in Soufflenheim, 

declared to have sold to Fridterich Fritz burgher there and his heirs of the following property ; bann of 

Soufflenheim, one half acre field district auf Hans Höhn and Margaretha Götz, one side another district, 

second side Michell Wagner, up another district down same as page 74 of land record, same one viertzel 

field district auf die Stossmatt ziehend, one side the seller himself, second side Catharina Anger, up 

another district down die Stockhmatt Straas as on page 77b same one viertzel field there one side 

Catharina Anger, second side near Michel Sensenbrenner, up and down same as on page 78a of land 

record, same one viertzel field same district one side Andres Stiffelmeyer, second side Margaretha Götz, 

up and down same, in all free property for 80 Gulden received in liquidity, receipt given, in presence of 

the undersigned, 11 July 1738. Signed: Michel Kölhoffer, Friedrich Fritz, Philipps Kieffer provost, Eggs, 

Wolff notary. 



 

HANS MICHEL WAGNER 

11 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Cession 

Cession for 680 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared here Hans Michel Wagner burgher in 

Soufflenheim, and his wife Catharina Härtler, declared that they made cession to their son Lorentz, being 

no longer themselves  able to manage their farming and property, so prefer to give up and trust to him at 

first their house in Soufflenheim with bar, yard, garden, one side the bridge, near the common property, 

second side near Adtam Hässler’s heirs, in front the common property and small street, behind Hans 

Bernhard Hettler, in all free property, with all farming material, for a sum of 680 Gulden value of 

Strasbourg, this sum he owes to them his parents, but in case he does not pay it, at time of death of his 

parents, he will owe the half of this sum to his sister Eva Wagner, however if one or the other parent dies 

the widow or widow after the event will stay inside the house ; passed in presence of Philips Kieffer 

provost, and Eggs witness, 11 July 1738 undersigned: X Hans Michel Wagner, X Lorentz Wagner, X Eva 

Wagner, X Catharina Härtler, Eggs, Philips Kieffer provost, Wolff. 

 

GERTRUD ERZ 

10 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Sale 

Sale for 50 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared here Gertruda Ertz, wife of Jacob Brucker 

burgher in Soufflenheim, assisted by Georg Fridtmann burgher there, declared that they on the 16 of 

October 1724 sold to Frantz Gall Grabherr at this time guardian of the forest and his heirs one small place 

on an empty farm on which he has since then built a small house in the village of Soufflenheim one side 

near Lorentz Österreicher, second side Joseph Schäffter, in front the common street, behind Martin 

Mahler with rights on the trees there, also near Paul Ammann’s farm, in all free property, for a sum of 50 

Gulden value of Strasbourg, received in liquidity, receipt given, in presence of the undersigned Eggs 

scribe 10 July 1738. Signed: X Gertruda Ertz, Hans Jerg Fridmann, Frantz Gall Grabherr, Eggs, Wolff, 

Brendle. 

 

JOSEPH ALBRECHT 

10 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Sale 

Sale for 30 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Joseph Albrecht burgher in Soufflenheim, 

declared a sale passed with Joseph Schwoehrer, burgher there, of one viertzel field bann of 

Soufflenheim, district Hungerfeld, auf der Steingrueb, one side near Hans Georg Halm second side near 

Catharina Hertler, up another district, down the Steingrueb, for 30 Gulden value of Strasbourg, received 

in liquidity, receipt given in presence of the undersigned, Frantz Joseph Brendle and Frantz Heinrich 

Joseph, Eggs, 10 July 1738. Signed: Joseph Albrecht, X Joseph Schwöhrer, Brendle, Eggs, Wolff. 

 

ANNA MARIA HELG 

14 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Sale 



Sale for 54 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Anna Maria Helg, sale to Friderich Fritz burgher 

in Soufflenheim and heirs, one half measure meadows bann of Soufflenheim, district Nidermatt, one side 

Ursula Ulrich second side near Lorentz Leÿmann, up and down the common property as on page 13b of 

land record, in all free property for a sum of 54 Gulden paid and receipt given. Undersigned: X Gertruda 

Ertz, X Friedrich Fritz, Eggs, Wolff. 

 

MICHEL BURGERT  

14 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Exchange of property  

Exchange of property. In front of the royal notary compared Gervais Rossillon burgher in Fort Louis on 

one side, and Michel Burgert burgher in Soufflenheim on the other side, declare that they decided the 

following exchange for themselves and their heirs, on one side Michel Burgert makes cession to Gervais 

Rossillon of one viertzel meadows bann of Soufflenheim, district Nidermatt, one side Jacob Burgert, 

second side near Gervais Rossillon himself, up the ditch, down the common property as on page 12b of 

land record, in all free property ; on his side Gervais Rossillon makes cession to Michell Burgert of one 

viertzel meadows district Nidermatt, one side Michel Ulrich, second side another district, up the common 

property, down the Mühlbach, as on page 16 of land record, in all free property. In presence of Philips 

Kieffer provost, Frantz Heinrich Joseph, Eggs scribe, dated 14 July 1738. Undersigned: Gerve Rossillon, 

Eggs, Michel Burgert, Philips Kieffer provost, Wolff notary. 

 

JACOB MOESSNER  

14 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Sale 

Sale for 46 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Jacob Mössner and Hans Georg Halm, both 

burghers in Soufflenheim declared they sold to Anthony Lehmann, resident in Eberbach presently here in 

Soufflenheim and is heirs of one viertzel field bann of Soufflenheim district Oberfeld one side near the 

Eberbach, second side near Dominic Halm, up the forest, down Margaretha Härtler as on page 304a of 

land record, also one viertzel field there one side Dominic Halm, second side Bastian Mossner’s heirs, up 

the forest down Margaretha Härtler’s property, as on same page of land record, both in all free property, 

for an amount of 46 Gulden? Value of Strasbourg, sum received and receipt given, in presence of the 

undersigned: Philips Kieffer provost, Frantz Heinrich Joseph, Eggs scribe, both witnesses undersigned 14 

July 1738. Signed: X Jacob Mössner, Eggs, Anthoni Lehmann, Philips Kieffer provost, X Hans Georg 

Halm, Wolff notary. 

 

MICHEL ULRICH 

26 August 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Debt 

Obligation for 300 Gulden. In front of the royal notary in Haguenau compared Michel Uhrich burgher in 

Soufflenheim declared that he engaged into an obligation towards Christoph Mosser merchant in 

Haguenau and his heirs of a sum of 300 Gulden value of Strasbourg, or 600 Livres tournois, plus 5% 

interest, and promised to repay this totally for which he has set a general mortgage on his property in 

Soufflenheim namely his house and dependences near the common street, in front the road to 

Bischwiller, behind Michel Zettwoch farm in all free property ; compared also Lorentz Mosser burgher and 



member of the justice in Soufflenheim as caution of the same sum of 300 Gulden, further mortgage is set 

on a measure meadows district Obermatten, one side Adam Köhlhoffer, second side Thomas Schäffter, 

up the Obermatt river, down Hans Georg Fridmann, also one measure meadows there one side Thomas 

Schäffter, up the common property, down Jacob Schäffter’s property, same one half measure meadows 

there one side Joseph Herthel, second side Michel Uhrich, up the Obermatt river, down the Riederberg, 

all this in free property ; the sum was paid to the creditor in presence of Johann Caspar Gerber and 

Frantz Anton Lambert as witnesses in Haguenau undersigned 26 August 1738. Signed: Michel Uhrich, 

Mosser, Lorentz Mosser, Gerber witness, Lambrecht witness, Wolff notary. 

 

JOSEPH ALBRECHT 

10 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Sale 

Sale for 30 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Joseph Albrecht burgher in Soufflenheim 

declared that for himself and his heirs he sold to Joseph Hoffmann burgher and forester in Soufflenheim 

and his heirs one viertzel one ruth eleven shoes meadows in Soufflenheim district Nieder Warschau, one 

side Anna Maria Härtler, second side near Margaretha Härtler, up the forest, auf Brüchel, down the 

Obermatt river, in all free property, for 30 Gulden received in liquidity, receipt given, in presence of Frantz 

Joseph Brendle, and Frantz Heinrich Joseph, Eggs, scribes and witnesses the 10th July 1738. Signed: 

Joseph Albrecht, Joseph Hoffmann, Brendle, Eggs, Wolff. 

 

ANNA MARIA VOEGEL 

10 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Sale  

Sale for 20 Gulden. In front of the royal notary here compared Anna Maria Vöegel, widow of Jean Grenier 

former burgher in Soufflenheim, assisted by Joseph Hoffmann burgher there, declared he sold to Jacob 

Haasser burgher here one viertzel meadows bann of Soufflenheim, district in der Hinter Hundtsau one 

side near Bernard Haberkorn second side the seller himself, up the river, down the forest as on page 26 

of land record, for 20 Gulden received in liquidity, receipt given, in presence of Joseph Brendle, Frantz 

Heinrich Joseph, Eggs scribes and witnesses, 10 July 1738. Signed: X Anna Maria Vögel, Joseph 

Hoffmann, Eggs. 

 

ANNA MARIA VOEGEL 

10 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Sale 

Sale for 84 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Anna Maria Vögel, widow of Jean Grenier 

former burgher in Soufflenheim assisted by Joseph Hoffmann burgher there, declared that she has sold 

to Hans Georg Fridtmann burgher there and his heirs the half of a measure meadows district 

Saltzgarthen, in the village one side the common property, second side Adtam Mäy, Catharina Anger, 

Clauss Träher and part Paul Moser’s heirs, up the bridge, down the forest in all free property, for a sum of 

84 Gulden value of Strasbourg, received in liquidity, receipt given, passed in presence of Frantz Joseph 

Brendle, and Frantz Heinrich Joseph, Eggs, as witness, record Soufflenheim 10 July 1738 undersigned: X 

Anna Maria Vögele, Hans Jerg Fridmann, Eggs witness, Brendle witness, Joseph Hoffmann assisting, 

Wolff Notary. 



 

ANNA MARIA VOEGEL 

11 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Sale 

Sale for 45 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Anna Maria Vögel, widow of Jean Grenier 

former burgher in Soufflenheim, assisted by Hans Georg Fridtmann burgher there, and Catharina Erz wife 

of Hans Kiefer burgher there, assisted by Joseph Schäffter burgher here declared that for herself and her 

children she sold to Joseph Wendtrich, burgher there three viertzel field bann of Soufflenheim, district an 

der Weydtenhecken, one side Hans Georg, second Adtam Maÿ and for part down a garden up the path to 

Sessenheim, down a common path, pays to the Holy congregation here one measure corn bread, except 

this in all free property for a sum of 84 Gulden value of Strasbourg, received in liquidity, receipt given. 

Passed in Soufflenheim 11 July 1738. Signed: X Anna Maria Vögel, Joseph Schäffter, Joseph Wendtrich, 

Eggs, Joseph Hoffmann, X Catharina Erz, Hans Jerg Fridmann, Wolff notary. 

 

ANNA MARIA VOEGEL 

10 July 1738 Haguenau 6E16/123 Sale 

Sale for 90 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Anna Maria Vögel, widow of Jean Grenier 

former burgher in Soufflenheim assisted by Joseph Hoffmann burgher here, declared that Jacob Grenier 

her son deceased in his lifetime sold to Andre Vögel burgher and member of the local justice there and 

his heirs one third share on two acres 4 Ruthen field in Soufflenheim district im Gefäll one side near Anna 

Maria Vögel, second side near Barbara Renier, up Peter Jäckhen’s heirs, down the Krumenackher path 

as on page 322b of land record, for a sum of 90 Gulden, value of Strasbourg, received Jacob Grenier in 

liquidity in his life and receipt given, record passed in Soufflenheim 10 July 1738. Signed: X Anna Maria 

Vögel, Eggs witness, Andreas Vögel, Brendle witness, Joseph Hoffmann assisting, Wolff notary. 

 

 


